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A virus ravaged the planet, and you are one of the last survivors! Alone, you will have to survive in a hostile world
populated by fierce creatures!

Oh no, finally you do not really care. Everyone is dead? Good! You will be able to make big stunts and have fun with the cars of
the city!

  The end of the world will have made at least one happy ... 

 Features:

► Four different car models!
► A large map fully accessible!
► A multitude of stunt ramp!

► Power differences between car models!
► A post-apocalyptic atmosphere! ( at least that )

► Basic survival system!
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Title: Yet Another Survival Game
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
RewindApp
Publisher:
RewindApp
Release Date: 28 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 - 64bits

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphique

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: All

English
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yet another survival game

This one is really good. It takes a bit to get started since they are trying to have a mech game and also some story. But, it is well
worth the time to get into it. At the end of the day it is a rail shooter, but a good one, and the VR really works for it.

Good graphics, sensible controls although I'm entirely too slow with the shields. Maybe a bit more text, and trying to play with
subtitles gave me a bit of a headache. But overall its a polished and excellent experience for a couple of hours.
. A hauntingly wonderful story about a broken family that takes a bit longer to rise the story arc then the first Layers of Fear.
Intelligent writing, obscene imagery, an incredible beautiful soundtrack and high quality voice acting.
The story is a bit more cryptic and to get the full understanding the reading of notes is necessary.
I love all the games from Bloober so far and this makes no difference, the last chapters are the strongest in my opinion.
If you liked the first one give this a chance, just be patient with how slow the story unfolds and you won't be disappointed.
<3 Thank you, Bloober Team. Note: A friend got me this for my birthday so I might be biased.

ARAYA is a horror game set in an abandoned Thai hospital. I went into it blind and most of the time it felt very atmospheric
and unnerving, which is a big plus for me in any horror game. Even though the animations, graphics in general and voice acting
are a bit "meh" at times, the story about what happened to this girl called Araya and why she's♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥off and haunting
everyone kept me going.

Compairing it to similar indie horror titles however, I'd say it falls a bit short. The game can be completed in about 4 hours
easily (even when you take your time looking around like I did) and because the game is 99% on-rails (the exact same things and
scares will happen on your 2nd playthrough) I probably won't touch it ever again.

It's good for what it does though, and I certainly recommend this to any fans of the genre out there, though maybe wait for it to
go on sale.. 1st pc game I played
- 100th steam game I purchased

Still as good as I remember it being. I agree with many other on here. Fantastic concept and could be a great game...if the beat
detection worked properly.. Dead. Super dead.

There are only 2 servers up, and neither of them have any players.

I'm glad that I got this in a bundle.
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*sigh* What happened? I played the first iteration of this game years ago and was hooked by it. I come back today and play this
desperate travesty.

A wonderful, simple little hacking game utterly ruined by unnecessary features and a terrible GUI.

Play Hacknet or Uplink instead.. The twin of quake 3 arena.
The another best arena shooter ever for mobile i play it countless hour!!!! in IOS in Botmatchs with offer infinite replay value
like well-known arena shooter like Quake 3 arena Unreal tornament.It pc version with well optimized graphic and better
control.Becuase both campaign and botmatchs it avialable offline too!!!!! so this enjoyed anywhere anytime as much as i want
as long as battery is charged(Moblie version or play in laptop) Caution!!! don't play while charging it may explode your mobile
phone or tablet :)
SomeSuggestion:
1.Add more weapon the most wish is railgun
2.Adjustable bots difficultly and frag limit time limit
3.Replayable mission with adjustable difficultly (If you want to replay you must delete your slot and start form begining is)
Who said this game is boring they wrong i play in moblie for 1 year already until now
****Don't ever ask me Neon shadow or quake 3 arena is better i will be mad cause is really tough question ever calculus for
enginner is much easier than this question****. I purchased the steam link on sale a while ago, but I would not recommend
buying the Steam Link. Honestly it is a piece of crap. Steam customer service is useless when attempting to help fix the
situation. Just save yourself the hassle and buy an nvidia shield.. I WANT TO RIP MY SKIN OFF JARBOE I'M SORRY

WAKE ME UP INSIDE
(CANT WAKE UP)
SAVE MEEEEE. perfect Battle of Wesnoth type RPG strategy.. The perfect fusion between Hotline Miami and Furi. Fast-
paced shooting and movements, satisfying Combos and Achievements, and a great time-killer to play between matchmaking
queues or in short breaks. Totally recommend it at full price. Worths, every, dollar. Period.. Good job HikerGames.
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